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The Fairies feed their Unicorns.

The fairies worked every day, and the Gnomes worked at Night. Each group helps 
to take care of the Grass. The fairies used the Unicorns to check the roads (under 

Ground) and map those roads, so no one ever got lost. Every so often, they would 
post lanterns that automatically come on. We never knew how they did that; I guess
they sprinkled "Fairy DUST" because they had to replace either the "green" or 
"yellow light."

One day the children were collecting the branches that fell from the Tree & piling 
them up near the SMALL Fairy House. The unicorns were arguing each other to 
get a piece of the Tree. The fairies were watching the Unicorns milling around a pile
of sticks after work and noticed they were not eating the Bark but "stripping the 
bark" from the Branches. Then they would lick the insides of the bark.
They all gathered around and tried to understand why the bark was so good. Each 
fairy tasted it, and the Fairies said it "tasted Sour."
So they tried an experiment! They took the bark off the branches and put them in 
piles. They then took some "regular" (we get from our facet) water and some of the 
"Invisible Water" that surrounds the Tree and soaked the bark in that water. 
Sometimes they left the bark in the water all Night. But the Unicorns never licked 
the bark in "regular water."

Finally, they figured out the Bark only had to be put  in the
"Invisible Water" for a maximum of 5 minutes. Take the
Bark and scrap it off with the SPECIAL Wooden Spoon.
They created "bark butter"……...

They asked the Gnomes, "how can we strip the bark off
the branches?" The Gnomes created a fixture that
stripped wire and built that fixture to strip the bark
off.
The Fairies and the Gnomes now created either "Bark 
Butter" or "Bark Jam," and the fairies put that
bucket of bark butter to smear it on the Unicorns 
meals at Night.



The Gnomes also used a bucket for "Bark Jam," They poured it the meal to feed 
their "Special Animals." What it tasted like, special animals or the Unicorns never 
told us, "they were just very HAPPY."
NOW visitors who visit the TREE can leave branches that
fall from around the Tree and pile them up by the Small

Fairy house.
Make sure you
leave some
branches that
fall from the
Tree!

Visitors must
also remember the "special animals" really

“Luv" to eat those "Yellow Flowers" The gnomes gather the flowers up and hang 
them in bags in the "Invisible Water," this way, the Flowers stay fresh.
Another thing the Gnomes had to FIX was the launching "Table" when Night 
came, and they walked out of that Garage DOOR. So many special animals that 
"jumped UP" before jumping OFF and "broke" the Frame of the system.

The Gnomes rebuilt 
the Frame and 
supported it so the 
Special Animals could
jump up 3 or 4 times 
because they were so 
happy!


